
     Friday 10th March 2023 

Important Dates 

15.03.23 Big Camp Information event  

(Yr6) 

17.03.23 Red Nose Day (Wear RED) 

21.03.23 Rock Steady Concert in Hall 

31.03.23  End of term (1:15pm finish) 

Right start : Bright Future 

Message from the Headteacher 

It was good to see so many parents walking around the school at our parents evenings this 

week. We hope you found the meetings and reports helpful. If you didn’t manage to make an 

appointment the teacher can call you or see you after school at a mutually convenient time. 

The children thoroughly enjoyed the theatre production today of Alice in Wonderland and this 

rounded of Book Week really well. We were very impressed with the homemade book marks 

that the children have been making. Miss Evans will be handing out prizes for these very soon.  

We are looking to host a Community Roadwatch session on Sutton Lane due to the fact there 
have been numerous accounts of speeding and inconsiderate, illegal parking . Community 
Roadwatch gives local residents the opportunity to work side by side with their local police 
teams, and use speed detection equipment to identify speeding vehicles in their communities. 
Warning letters will be issued where appropriate, and the information can help to inform the 
future activity of local police teams.  Information is on the attached poster. If parents would 
like to be involved, please register your interest at : roadsafety@hounslow.gov.uk  

It would be good to  get a team of volunteers together to prevent any more accidents. 

  

 

Skye Cam  

 

mailto:roadsafety@hounslow.gov.uk


  

 



Nursery Weekly News         Friday 10th March 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 

  

 

Merits this week 

Aarav for writing some words independently. 

Ameen and Aliyan for role playing the story of Owl babies so well. 

Ariyan for being much more confident in class this week and really 
speaking up. 

Aahil for exploring other activities to water in the Nursery. 

Mina for really enjoying looking at the Owl babies book. 

Ayyan for coming to the adults and gesturing for them to do some 
finger rhymes with him and for saying more words in Nursery. 

Sushanth for playing nicely with his friends. 

Tanisha for making a lovely card for her friend and writing               
independently. 

The Nursery children have been reading the story Owl  babies and 
joining in with the repeated parts in the story ‘I want my mummy’.  
The children talked about their own mums and we looked at the 
photos that parents have been uploaded on to Tapestry.  

Our role play area has been a Pizza restaurant/take away. It has 
been very popular and the children have been enjoying being    
pizza chefs as well as customers!  

On the Art table the children have been painting their own baby 
owls using pegs and cotton wool as their paintbrush.  The children 
could describe the owls as fluffy and soft as they were retelling the 
story with the props. 



  

 

Photos from our week 



Reception Weekly News          Friday 10th March 2023  
  

 

What have we been up to this week? 

We have been continuing our topic on ‘Traditional Tales’ and have started exploring the story 

called ‘The Gingerbread Man’. The children are learning some of the story language featured 

in this book. Some of them are already beginning to write phrases like ‘run run as fast as you 

can’ and use it when they are playing in role as the characters in the story. 

This week in Reception, we have been learning the long ‘er’ grapheme during our daily      

Monster Phonics sessions with ‘Tricky Witch’. This is the sound in the words: banner, dinner, 

faster and her. In Maths we have been using a wide range of objects, games and tens frames 

to learn the value of the number 9 and 10. Next week, the children will be comparing         

numbers up to 10 by looking at their value and numerical size. 

 

Merits 
Oak Class 

Niranjana for her excellent writing about the Gingerbread Man, suing full stops. 

Chetan for a fantastic card to the Gingerbread Man during independent writing. 

Damian for excellent singing during assembly. 

Riiaan for adjusting back to Reception routine after being absent. 

 

Birch Class  

Ayesha for her amazing independent writing about the Gingerbread Man. 

Abdullah for his fantastic busy bee movements in PE. 

Chahika for trying really hard to write number sentences up to 10. 

Laya for always being kind to her friends and smiling. 

 

Elm Class 

Elijah for using an indoor voice and trying hard to put his hand up to share information at carpet 

time. 

Mia for trying hard to write words by herself at the writing table. 

Selin and Mankirat for settling in to Elm class and doing a super job following the routines. 



  

 

Please bring in a baby picture to school or upload one to Tapestry. We will be discussing this in 

our ICT lesson. 

A polite request— if you have any seeds, plants or plant pots that you are keen to ‘re-home’, 

please donate them to Reception. We would be so grateful, Thank you! 

Photos from our week 



Year 1 Weekly News           Friday 10th March 2023 
  

 

Merits 

Beech Class 

Bogdan for answering lots of questions and making inferences in English! Keep it up! 

Jessica for making great choices in PE. Keep it up! 

Nishmeet and Ralston for their excellent work on tens and ones in maths. Keep it up! 

Adishree for carrying out an excellent enquiry in science. Keep it up! 

Samvir for his brilliant PSHCE work on making healthy choices. Keep it up! 

Maple Class 

Jaisvi—for super spellings and punctuation in all her writing.  

Vien and Stanislaw—for lovely communicating using symbols and pictures. 

Kyarah—for working really carefully to answer questions correctly during reading comprehension 
tasks. 

Navraj and Jenil—for  remembering and demonstrating all  our success criteria when using the balls 
in PE. 

Willow Class 

Oliver and Vidhi– for their effort in sounding and blending words during Guided Reading. Superb! 

Irha and Anahat– for recognising tens and ones of a given number in maths. Well done! 

Muhammad Eesa– for his participation during bucket time and when doing his book work! Amazing! 

Daniel– for his participation during science when investigating which material is best for Superman’s 
cape. Good Job! 

Ebony Class  

Lily—for completing her Maths work independently on place value—superstar! 

Viaan—for having excellent knowledge about Neil Armstrong and his life—keep it up! 

Alice—for her continuous effort throughout all subjects—great job! 

Hoorain and Maansai—for independently showing place value to 10—super work! 

Lukas—for  his great contribution in PSHCE discussing healthy choices—great job! 

 

 

 

 

 

What have we been up to this week? 

This week we have been reading a new story called “Rocket Says Look Up!” by Nathan 

Bryon. In maths we have been looking at place value. In PE we learned about attackers 

and defenders and played different games where we were attackers or defenders! We 

also saw the author Guy Bass! 



  

 

 Please bring in book bags every day. Remember to learn three interesting facts for 
your English homework this weekend. We will need to tell the rest of the class what we 

have learned on Monday and use them in our writing throughout the week! 

Class Dojo 

Beech — 934  Maple – 940  Ebony -  930 

       Willow– 948 

Photos from our week 



Year 2 Weekly News           Friday 10th  March 2023  

What have we been up to this week?  

This week we have been creating our own story of “The Tunnel” we used noun phrases and a 
range of sentence starters to engage the reader. In maths we have been reading scales and 

using grams and kilograms. Year 2 have also been busy this week creating their own monster 
puppet. First we designed our puppets and then carefully sowed the edges and created        

features for the monsters face!  

 

  

 

Merits 
Aspen class 

Elanao and Advika for excellent perseverance with sewing this week and then helping others.  

Shourya for showing resilience when the task was tricky. 

Anoud for her story writing using ambitious vocabulary, great feelings and different connectives. 

Elisabeth and Rihaan for their excellent explanation of what mass is and using the scale accurately to 
measure the mass of different objects from our classroom. 

Pine Class  

Karthik—for great work when telling Rose good advice to either follow Jack or not. 

Purity and Rameen N—for fantastic work when solving addition and subtraction word problems.  

Ruhan and Osman—for great work when suing the clay in Art! 

Aarav—for great work when describing how to be healthy and to relax. 

Chestnut Class  

Yug and Macie– for their fantastic effort in English when retelling ‘The Tunnel’ story. Well done.  

Muhammad– for his super effort in Mathematics when measuring different items found in the      
classroom in grams.  

Reve– for her creative design of her hand-puppet in DT. Well done! 

Sian—for her careful sewing in DT! Thank you for helping other children in the class if they found it a 
bit tricky! 

Lilia– for her teamwork in our PE lessons, making sure to always cheer others on! 

Sycamore Class  

Talia—for being able to have great defence in our invasion games in PE. Well done!   

Zara and Keon—for being able to collect data and input it to create a pictogram! Well done! 

Rayyan—for amazing sewing skills in DT this week. You were great at helping others! Well done!  

Firoz—for being able to compare the mass of different objects in Maths.  

Ranveer—for a huge improvement in pace and presentation in his writing! Keep up the hard work!  



  

 

Class Dojo  

Aspen— 789  Pine–  741  Chestnut– 896    Sycamore—799 

Photos from our week 



Year 3 Weekly News            Friday 10th March 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 
This week in maths the children learnt that when the numerator is equal to the denominator the fraction is          

equivalent to 1 whole.  

This week in English we started to read our new class text—Escape from Pompeii, we predicted what we thought 
the book might be about. We also sequenced the story using time connectives, expanded noun phrases and 

fronted adverbials.  

This week in Topic we have been learning all about the final battle of the Celtic Army Vs. The Roman Army. We 
created a role-play which displays how Boudicca took her army and lost against the Romans. 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Merits 

Topaz Class 

Parmpreet—For getting fully immersed during our role play session for Topic pretending to be a Roman   
soldier fighting against Boudicca.  

Kunwar— For his increased focus during learning time and greater participation. Keep it up!! 

Mialn— For working really hard to create a story map and writing captions for our new class text Escape 
from Pompeii.  

Hasan— For his excellent dancing skills in PE working in unison with the rest of the class. 

Cinzia— For her fantastic comprehension skills during guided reading  week after week. Well done!! 

Turquoise Class 

Riyon—for great reading and comparisons of books in our recent guided reading session. 

Reazel—for an exceptional return to school after being away—she has proven her drive and how well she 
learns. 

Devansh—for great roleplaying and acting out the final battle in Topic. 

Lakshaya—for her amazing knowledge of sugar quantities in PSHCE and supporting her peers to develop a 
‘healthier me’. 

Zoila—for supporting her partner and working as a team to create a story map sequencing our text Escape 
from Pompeii. 

Lapis Class 

Zahra and Ghala for their amazing role play during topic.  

Presha and Sachman for their great fraction work this in Maths—well done! 

Adelina and Akshay for their great predictions for our new English text—Escape From Pompeii  

Sapphire Class 

Jayveer and Kushi—For their detailed captions when  describing events from the book Escaping Pompeii  

Samiha and Brendan-  For their understanding and application when identifying denominators and equal 
parts. 

Colter, Renoy, Kelly and Paartiv– For their wonderful  chorography in PE, mimicking clogs in a machine.    

 



  

 

Photos from our week 

Class Dojos 

Lapis—  2890 

Topaz— 2635 

Turquoise—  3566 

Sapphire— 2690 



 Year 4 Weekly News              Friday 10th March 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 

In English this week, we have been busy exploring ‘Shackleton’s Journey’. The children have worked hard to   
understand the use of subordination conjunctions. The children then sequenced a recount of key events in the 

book before writing a letter home to share their events. The children applied their learning of subordinate      
conjunctions and we were amazed! 

In Maths this week, the children have been consolidating their learning in mixed fractions. We have also been 
looking at      improper fractions, where children have been using number lines to build on their learning.  

In Science this week, we finished our unit of sound and took part in a fun quiz to re-cap our learning. We also 
reflected on our learning by identifying what we have enjoyed about this unit. 

  

 

Merits 

Amber Class 

Parth, Elena and Klaudia—for their fantastic informal letters to their beloved ones written from the Endurance 
ship using a range of subordinating conjunctions.  

Kafia—for her fantastic effort towards all learning this week, especially in Science when completing her end of 
unit thinking frame. 

Alex—for a fantastic reading task which was completed to an exceptional standard this week. 

Amber—for her continuous hard work across all subjects, especially in English this week when completing her 
letter using subordinating conjunctions.  

 

Amethyst Class 

Aiza B, Kushika, and Daivik for writing detailed informal letters, using subordinating conjunctions. 

Aysha, Safa and Aiza I for their great acting skills in PSHCE. 

 

Obsidian Class 

Bushrah and Soraiyah - for their excellent neat and organised informal letters. 

Ameen—for his enthusiasm in being helpful in the classroom every day!  

Santoshini—for working incredibly hard to achieve her target of writing concisely!  

Kenishca—for her improved listening in the classroom and working hard at her table. 

 

Moonstone Class  

Sienna—for her beautiful writing task where she explained the importance of going outside.  

Kevin—for his brilliant explanation of the relationship between vibration and pitch.  

Neathra—for working really hard when learning her times tables. 

Kent & Adam—for showing great sportsmanship in our PE lesson when playing rounders. 

 



 

 

Photos from our week 

Class Dojos 

Obsidian— 3237 

Amber— 3483 

Amethyst— 3257 

Moonstone— 4495 

 

Our amazing English work! 

World Book Day fun!! 



Year 5 Weekly News             Friday 10th March 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 

This week in year 5, we have had  some exciting visitors such as Guy Bass who gave an excellent 

presentation to the children on how to become an author and shared some of his writing which       

inspired many . We have continued developing our knowledge and skills from the previous week 

across the curriculum and on Friday the children will get to see an exciting  pantomime that will come 

to school! Alice And The Wonderland! 

  

 

Merits 

Diamond Class 

Divansh for demonstrating excellent understanding of the structure of Ancient Greek myths. 

Eduard for showing and sharing his understanding of comparing decimals to three decimal places. 

Pavandeep for singing  in harmony and play a melodic riff by ear in music. 

Ramanjot for sharing her knowledge of and using a range of descriptive writing. 

Sharuya D for his excellent input in PE this week when playing hockey. 

Smile for her excellent work this week answering her reading questions and providing evidence 
where needed. 

Emerald Class 

Sahasrara and Enes—For their terrific summary of the events in this week's myth. 

Dymo- For his resilience in math this week when picking out key information from reasoning       
questions. 

Rustam- For his positive attitude in the classroom this week when completing his work                     
independently.  

Lily- For her detailed responses when answering questions during guided reading. 

Jade Class 

Aariz and Alina for explaining and investigating the force air resistance. 

Lola and Gina for working hard in English to describe a mythical creature. 

Yuhayb and Marius for comparing and ordering decimal numbers. 

Pearl Class 

Akira for contributing in class discussions when deciding and justifying whether surface area affects 
air resistance on an object in Science. 

Medeina for her confidence in PE working well as a team member. 

Mundhum and Yahye for their great work comparing and ordering decimals that have 3 decimal 
places. 

Zainab for sharing her thoughts about the structure of a myth when reading Theseus and the        
Minotaur. 

Ameya for brilliantly summarizing Theseus and the Minotaur using great descriptive language.   



  

 

Homework—check on Google Classroom—Due back 13.03.23 
Readathon Sponsor read - until  17th March 

Safer Parking poster - until 30th March 
Reading Raffles draw 17th March  

Ancient Greek Day—see the dates below for your class 
Wednesday 22nd March - Diamond and Jade Class 
Wednesday  29th March - Emerald and Pearl Class  

Class Dojos 

DIAMOND:    4078 

EMERALD:  3795 

JADE:  4056 

PEARL: 3411 

 

Photos from our week 



Year 6 Weekly News      Friday 10th March 2023 

What have we been up to this week? 
In English, as mentioned last week, the children have been learning how to write an effective travel blog. They 

then wrote their blogs this week—which were based on a visit to Recife in Brazil—which was taken from our 

class reader. We also considered how we can deduce the emotions a character was feeling by analysing the    

vocabulary the author used—and the technique of show not tell—relying on the thoughts and actions of the  

character. 

In Science, this week we continued with our unit of Evolution and Inheritance - considering how animals have 

adapted - over time - to their environment, through random mutations of genes, which caused various adaptive 

traits. They learned how these mutations can benefit a species and help it not only survive, but survive better. 

They also considered that evolution is when, after a long, long, long time, the mutations have changed the       

species so it looks very different from its original ancestor. With all things however, they also looked at how 

some adaptations with advantages, can also have disadvantages too. They then researched some examples, and 

then applied their knowledge of lifecycles and habitats (from all their years of learning about biology in science) 

to answer questions about advantages and disadvantages of some adaptations in other animals. 

In Topic, they researched the Maya gods and looked at how they worshipped them.  

As it was World Book Day last week, this newsletter shows some pictures taken of the children in their great 

book character costumes. 

  

 

Merits 
Ruby Class 

Manat: For her fantastic topic work about the Maya Gods. 
Sri: For his super purple task, he showed a fantastic understanding of the text and write diary entries 
showing two different perspectives on events in the text. 
James: For his excellent singing in Music and showing great support for his peers when singing with 
them. 
Maham: For her excellent hot task, she used a range of techniques to build suspense in her narrative 
‘Alma’. 
Subhan: For writing a fantastic balanced argument discussing the points for and against                    
deforestation. 
 

Opal Class 

Deesha: For her great deducing character’s emotions through their thought and actions – as well as 
devising high quality examples of figurative language to describe a scene. 
Antoni: For his well thought out answers during group discussions about the text in his guided      
reading sessions. 
Maaz: For his recent run of high level, super quality reading tasks. 
Ayaan: For his improved accuracy in maths – solving greater depth reasoning problems and his well 
completed, detailed reading task. 
Philip: For his correct use of scientific vocabulary in his science explanations. 



  

 

HOMEWORK this week is on Doodle for Maths and English. 
Don’t forget, there is also the weekly spelling list. 
Homework was allocated to the children yesterday (Thursday 9th and will need to be completed by Monday 13th. 
The spellings for the next test will be given today and the test will be on Friday 17th March. 

Class Dojos 

OPAL   1340             RUBY 1420 

Photos from our week 


